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T05 – Modeling and analysis with the User
Requirements Notation 2.0: features, goals, and
scenarios
The User Requirements Notation (URN), standardized by ITU-T in 2008 with extensive
improvements in 2012, offers two complementary views for modeling requirements,
features, and business processes: GRL (the Goal-oriented Requirement Language) for
stakeholder goals, features, and indicators, and UCM (Use Case Maps) for scenarios and
high-level architectures. This tutorial first gives an introduction to the basic concepts and
notations of URN, together with a comprehensive analysis approach to requirements
modeling, combining both views. Illustrative examples are demonstrated with jUCMNav,
a mature Eclipse-based environment that supports URN and combined goal-scenario
capabilities.
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The second part of the tutorial focuses on indicators (a recent addition to the standard
that makes real-life measures available for reasoning within URN models), metadata and
user-defined constraints for profiling URN to specific domains, and on the latest
integration of feature model analysis into a holistic URN reasoning framework. These
powerful mechanisms enable advanced and yet concise modeling in a wide range of
application domains.
Requirements engineers, academic researchers, industry professionals, and software
developers with an interest in requirements modeling will benefit from this tutorial (i) in
understanding how best to apply URN to capture vaguely defined goals, variations, and
intentions at the early stages of software development in addition to functional
scenarios, (ii) in understanding how to analyze such models qualitatively as well as with
quantifiable data, and (iii) through discussions of the presented notations and future
perspectives.
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